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A simple way to text, video chat and plan things all in one place. Type even faster, multitask while video chatting so you never miss a moment, and stay connected with desktop notifications. Spend quality time in high-quality Host one-on-one meetings or bring the whole group together with free, high-quality voice and video chat features. Say 'Hi' in
low light with Dark Mode Cut down glare from your screen in low light situations, so you can stay in touch no matter when or where you are. Make a Statement with Emojis Tell your story with emojis when words aren't enough. Share with Friends Send photos and videos to keep your close friends up to speed. Receive files for even more productivity.
What's New: macOS version updated to 63.3.120 Windows version updated to 1560.14.0.0 Fix major issue with message synchronization. Softonic reviewMessenger for Desktop is a free, unofficial version of Facebook Messenger. The freeware functions like a regular web browser that lets users display the Facebook Messenger portal. The application
does not touch personal information. MFD is a lightweight and cross-platform application that is compatible with Apple Mac and Microsoft Windows operating systems: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, and 10 along with macOS 10.10 and above.Is Messenger for Desktop safe to install?Messenger for Desktop is a secure host for the Facebook Messenger official hub
to be accessed. Messenger for Desktop does not have access to personal account information: usernames and passwords. Additionally, MFD does not touch messages. The official Facebook software securely handles that data. While MFD is similar to a web browser, the platform can only access the Messenger website.How can I see my Messenger in
PC?You can download Messenger for Desktop to easily access the desktop app. The program automatically launches when users start up their operating systems. This application is convenient for those who communicate a lot in Facebook Messenger, as there's no need to pick up mobile phones or open a new tab within a web browser to open the app
and answer messages.Users can enable native notifications on their PC devices. Along with receiving messages in the intuitive user interface, the MFD community can access and respond to messages that appear as notifications. These gentle nudges make sure that people are aware of new messages they have while remaining engaged on their PC
computers and laptops.Within web browsers, users are not alerted of new messages in the same manner. Messenger for Desktop assures that people are in touch with what is going on in their inboxes. Individuals save their energy with MFD because they do not need to constantly check their web browser nor mobile phones for potential new
messages. The notifications are, in fact, smoother. Familiar communication experienceThe Messenger for Desktop displays the official Messenger user interface within the application. The software optimizes the functionality of the original application on PC equipment. Although Messenger for Desktop is similar to an internet browser, MFD is a more
convenient and pleasant experience. The text and video chat capabilities within MFD are catered to Facebook Messenger, whereas a browser is developed for a multitude of websites.The MFD user interface is almost identical to the official Messenger UI. This allows for a familiar user experience that lets people intuitively send messages, begin video
calls, etc. In the left panel, people can navigate through message threads. The name of the person or group that users are in communication with appears next to the corresponding photo.To the right of the name is either the time or date of the most recent message. Above the list of messages is a search bar that invites users to ‘Search for people and
groups’. The Messenger for Desktop community can type in names and words to quickly navigate through their conversations and bring up specific, searched instances.Above the search bar, members can generate a new message by clicking on the pencil and paper icon. The settings section is in the upper left corner of the user interface. Adjacent to
the left panel is the current conversation window. To toggle between messages, you just simply click on a different discussion within the list on the left. The name of the active messenger will be displayed in the upper portion of the screen.Beneath the name, the status will be visible to inform the user of how long ago they were online. Available
functions include voice call, video call, and information. You can easily start individual and group video calls with the camcorder button. Within the ‘Type a message…’ bar, people can find the possibilities to share pictures, GIFs, stickers, emojis, reactions, etc.In touch while in styleWhile the UI is practically the same as the official Messenger app,
there are aspects that are enhanced with Messenger for Desktop. Compared to web browsers, the Messenger for Desktop UI enlarges important aspects of the UX since the app is geared towards the FB Messenger: text discussions, video calls, etc. Along with big screens, there is no extra white space nor advertisements within the MFD
software.Along with having a minimalist and ad-free user interface, MFD offers the community the ability to give their UI a new look with the light and dark mode options. These customizations are available in both the Windows and Mac apps.Best chat alternativesSimilarly to Messenger for Desktop, Skype and WhatsApp are applications launchable
on PC devices. You can use these programs to conveniently receive audio, text, and video notifications. While the chat apps mentioned above have similar UIs, the MFD aesthetic and WhatsApp appearance are more intuitive than Skype’s center. This is mainly because of Skype’s intricate settings segment.Along with Messenger for Desktop, Skype,
and WhatsApp, the Facebook Messenger software is cross-platform. With the ability to perform professional conference calls that include functions like screen sharing, Skype is the preferable option for business communication. MFD, Facebook Messenger, and WhatsApp are excellent choices for personal use. When compared to FB Messenger, MFD
has a less distractive color scheme. Stay in touch on PCsMessenger for Desktop is a safe program to install onto PC and Mac computers and laptops. The unofficial FB Messenger application enables people to efficiently access their chats. You can have Messenger subtly open to receive notifications in the background while working on any PC device.
You can also perform an unlimited amount of chat, voice, and video meetings with this free and simple platform.What’s new?The MFD team is dedicated to maintaining consistent updates to the system. You can visit the official website to view software updates, contact information, privacy policy, terms, reviews, cookies, etc. As you probably already
know, some time ago Facebook decided to separate its instant messaging and chat application from the social network's official program to turn it into a standalone app that worked without needing to have the first one installed. This division not only took place on mobile platforms but also on the desktop, and for such purpose, to be able to chat in
real-time with all your contacts on the social network par excellence, you'll need to download the official desktop client of Messenger for Windows. Facebook's messaging application, now on the desktop. The official Messenger app for Windows 10 The official FB Messenger application for Microsoft's operating system only runs on Windows 10.
Therefore, if you're still using a previous version of this platform of the likes of Windows 7 or 8.1, unfortunately, you won't be able to download and install this instant messaging program to chat with your contacts on Mark Zuckerberg's social network. At least it's a fully functional and stable version because until not too long ago we could only get
hold of a Beta if we were PC users. How to use Messenger on your PC The first thing you're going to have to do is log into the application with your Facebook credentials. In other words, your email address (or phone number) and the password chosen for this social network. Once provided, you'll access a very clean and sober interface with all your
conversations listed on the left-hand side, leaving the right-hand side free to take part in any chat. From that moment, you'll be able to start using the application as you would from your mobile: Search for Facebook contacts to chat with. Explore all your past conversations. Start new individual or group chats. Modify your privacy settings. Configure
and receive notifications so as not to miss out on any important messages. Observe which messages haven't been read yet. Send text messages, emojis, stickers, animated GIFs, photos, and videos. Configure the settings for the download and viewing of image files and videos. See at what time your contacts read your messages. Forward messages to
other contacts that weren't present in the initial conversations. Send voice notes through your computer's microphone. Now that you know, don't hesitate to download this official Messenger client that allows you to chat with your friends from your PC without having to resort to an Android emulator or anything similar. What's new in the latest version
of Facebook Messenger Messenger comes along with a new visual aspect and more ways to connect with friends. Facebook Messenger for Windows is a free application available for download on any personal computer. It had been integrated within the Facebook platform itself and developed in 2012 as a separate app. After years of adding features
and whittling them back down, Messenger has achieved a happy medium. The application runs great on a laptop because it requires a lot of data which might burden a mobile device.A great way to make yourself available to your community Features FB communication can be done in a variety of ways. The app offers audio clips, images, video, emojis,
and stickers to send to your pals. Amazingly, users may transfer money through the chat app if he or she chooses to register their bank account information on the app.The developers have not stopped there. The app allows for VoIP and live video chat one-on-one and in groups as well. Group chat is also on offer for persistent chats among up to 10
users.Messenger’s chatbots provide information or receive action commands when you type with them. You find them through the search bar. Rather disappointingly, the utility of these chatbots is diminished by the fact, each one is designed for a specific function. I believe this makes it needlessly difficult to discern what powers they hold.Messages
on the app are transmitted through encryption keys that are managed by Facebook. Ostensibly Facebook or government officials can obtain those messages if garnered through the proper legal channels. Facebook offers an extra layer of privacy protection through the Secret Conversations mode. Secret Conversations use the Signal system to transfer
end-to-end fully encrypted messages and enable the timer to set an expiration date on the message. The message will then be deleted forever. The black bar across the top of the screen imbues on the user the secrecy of this texting mode. Otherwise, the experience feels like a simpler version of the normal chat mode. Secret Conversation mode still
allows the user to send text, stickers, videos, photos, and location.Facebook’s brand made it the most popular social media platform in the world. This leads to FB messenger’s best feature; everyone is already on it! There is no need to goad your friends and family into downloading a new app. If by chance they are not on Facebook, the app can send
SMS messages to anyone’s phone number easily. Third-party apps don’t always take to FB Messenger very well. But, sometimes these apps offer a feature that completes the already impressive catalog of emoji, stickers, GIFS, and other media products. Messenger is ahead of the curve in another domain. The chat app is prioritizing interoperability
between other famous chat products. This means users can send messages directly to WhatsApp and Instagram users. This feature will keep Messenger abreast of the latest developments in the chat app space which should boost your confidence in its use. The app has a great look to it as well. The icons are appealing and conversations are neatly
stacked to the side, ready to be drawn up at any time. The application is stable, fun and has a large audience. These are great features in a chat application.Where can you run this program?This software is available for download on any PC that operates using Windows operating system. Facebook.com has a link that will download the messenger app
to your desktop.Is there a better alternative?Messenger even still after 2018 is a large app which uses a lot of data and RAM and battery life. FB Developers have recognized this issue and provided a more nimble and less intrusive application. Messenger has the same interface and support.WhatsApp is there to put a smile to a friend’s face. This app
is home to customizable fonts, gifs, emojis, and stickers. Its interface is tooled to keep pace in the flow of an enjoyable conversation.Google Hangouts product has been a venerable bulwark in the communication apps space. Google Hangouts remains a popular and suitable chat application for millions. Built on a concise and powerful software,
Hangouts became Google’s most utilized chat application. This will all be changing in the near future, however. Hangouts is experiencing a transition period that will culminate in its eventual abandonment. For the time being, Hangouts will remain a stable and efficient chat application through October 2019.On a desktop, however, all the media
products available for sharing on Facebook Messenger run more smoothly. Facebook Messenger is an excellent messenger app for the simple reason that everyone is on it!Should you download it?Yes. Messenger for Windows should be welcomed by anyone using a PC that runs Windows software. Grandparents immediately spring to mind. Older
generations often use PC desktops. If not for Messenger on Windows, this population would likely not be able to use the product at all, because they may not have a mobile device to download the app. The product is ideal for anyone who uses their PC throughout the day and finds themselves constantly picking up their phone to communicate. Many
might fit that description but work in an office where downloading a messenger app would not be tolerated. These people will have to keep Messenger on their mobile device or their home computer.
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